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Scaffold Migration
LMS CONTENT MIGRATION

Migrate course content within days and weeks, not months and years

Scaffold Migration is a fully integrated migration service 
that allows you to move online content from one LMS 
to another in real time, capturing details such as course 
structure, quizzes, tests, and even question pools.

This service is powered through our proprietary 
technology and replaces what used to be a manual, 
resource-intensive process with sophisticated but 
simple automation.

No other solution but Scaffold Migration gets you off 
your old LMS to a new one more effectively, efficiently 
or accurately.

A list of robust courses was provided to 
K16 Solutions, and not only were they 
migrated quickly, the content was placed 
in Canvas in a way that made the courses 
ready for immediate faculty us.

QUICK: Through automated 
content migration, Scaffold 
Migration can migrate up to 
6,000 courses per week, 
per institution.

ACCURATE: Faculty gain instant 
access to courses that are ready 
to teach.

AFFORDABLE: Using an
automated process eliminates 
the need for human resources, 
driving down costs significantly.
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Founded by educators, K16 Solutions is eliminating the LMS challenges institutions across the globe have traditionally 
faced. Using state-of-the-art technology K16 Solutions can quickly and efficiently migrate courses from one LMS 
platform to another, help faculty more easily build best-in-class courses, archive student data, and provide other 
custom LMS services. To learn more, visit www.k16solutions.com

ACCELERATE SPEED-OF-DELIVERY

Saves time, giving staff & faculty the ability to focus energy on students 
and academics. Reduced timelines means reduced costs.

AUTOMATE THE COURSE MIGRATION PROCESS

Transfers course content regardless of coding type–script tags, iframe, 
LTI’s, settings, quizzes, quiz banks, etc. 

DELIVER READY-TO-TEACH COURSES

Provides faculty the assurance they need to begin teaching in the new 
LMS quickly. Eliminates the need for faculty to rebuild courses manually.

We are now able to proceed more confidently with a bulk migration of sites to the new system 
knowing that we are positioning our faculty and teaching center staff in the 
bestplace possible to focus on quality and good instructional design.

- David Williams, Assistant Director, 
University of South Alabama

Scaffold Migration is the first cloud-based, fully integrated content migration service.




